DAILY ASSIGNMENTS

During the next three classes you will give your talks. Take during all talks careful notes. The daily assignments for the next classes will be summaries of all talks but yours. Besides a summary of the content of the talks, include what you liked most and/or found most difficult to understand. How did you like the talks? Explain for each talk why you liked or did not like it. You might want to look back at your notes of our classes when we discussed how to give talks.

Due: Friday, November 1, 9 am

1. Summary and comments for the talks of Elizabeth and Griffin, and Jose and James.

Due: Monday, November 4, 9 am

1. Summary and comments for the talks of Tom and Adam, Lauren and Kaitlin, and Steve and Chris.

Due: Wednesday, November 6, 9 am

1. Summary and Comments for the talks of David and Aaron, Sheila and Ayse, and Mark and Faizal.